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“The world for which policies have to be 
developed is becoming increasingly complex, 
uncertain and unpredictable… Key policy issues 
such as social need, low educational 
achievement and poor health are connected 
and cannot be tackled by departments or 
agencies acting individually”.

A Practical Guide to Policy Making in Northern Ireland (OFMDFM 2003)
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Outline of the Presentation

1. Drivers for and benefits of ‘Whole of 
Government’

2. International experience

3. Some caveats

4. Common ingredients of successful approaches

5. Support from the field of Implementation
science.

6. Implications for the third sector
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What is a Whole of Government Approach?
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‘..Coordination and management of a set of activities 
between … organisations that do not have hierarchical 
control over each other and where the aim is to generate 
outcomes that cannot be achieved by …working in isolation’
Halligan (2011)

• enhance co-ordination and integration

• align incentives, structures and cultures of authority

• generate outcomes that cannot be achieved by units
working in isolation
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When is a Whole of Government Approach Needed?



• Inter-departmental / inter-agency e.g. Healthy Ireland,

Action Plan for Jobs

• Particular social groups (pensioners, immigrants)e.g. UK 

Positive for Youth, 2011; Ireland’s Disability Strategy, 

Towards 2016

• Policy issue/sector (transport, education) e.g. Scotland’s 

whole system approach to youth justice

• Geographical area (neighbourhood, country), e.g. One Plan; 

Limerick Regeneration

• Mode of service delivery (one-stop-shop, e-government

Focus of Whole Government Approaches

portal) e.g. Service Canada 5
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 Healthy Eating Healthy Action 2004-2010

International Examples

• Australia

 Centre Link

 Strengthening Families

• The UK

 Positive for Youth

• Scotland

 Getting it Right for Every Child

• Canada

 Service Canada

• Finland

 New structural arrangements at senior political levels

• New Zealand



The Challenge of Whole of Government
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Recurring Themes in the CES Review
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• Structures are necessary but not sufficient

Boundary- spanning work

• Building a supportive culture

Embedding collaboration

• The kinds of leadership needed

• Better evaluation/research



Horizontal Work in a Vertical System
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“Often the real challenge of whole of 
government work is not the large-scale, 

high-level, multi-lateral exercise so much as 
the day-to-day realities of trying to work 

across boundaries to make sure that 
outcomes are achieved.”

Commonwealth of Australia (2004)



The Challenge is Behaviour Change
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Making and Implementing Whole of Government Policy
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“A policy may be a beautiful thing to behold 
in the isolation of bureaucracy, but what 

really counts is how the policy is 
implemented and how it translates into 

service delivery”

(Metcalf, 2011)
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3.
Implementing & 
Operationalising

4.
Business as 

Usual

Stakeholder consultation and buy-in

Leadership

Resources

Implementation structures and teams 

Implementation planning

Staff capacity Supportive

culture Communication

Monitoring and evaluation Learning 

from experience

Policy Implementation

Learning from Implementation science

Implementation Enablers Policy Design

Enablers for Implementation of 
Whole of Government Policy

1.
Exploring & 
Preparing

2.
Planning & 
Resourcing
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1.
Exploring & 
Preparing

3.
Implementing & 
Operationalising

4.
Business as 

Usual

2.
Planning & 
Resourcing

Policy Design Policy Implementation

Learning from Implementation science – Staged Approach



Stakeholder consultation and buy-in

Leadership

Resources

Implementation structures and teams

Implementation planning 

Staff capacity

Supportive culture 

Communication

Monitoring and evaluation
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Learning from experience

Enablers for Implementation of
Whole of Government Policy

Learning from Implementation- Consider Enablers
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Implications for the third sector…

•

• Service user needs

• Fulcrum

• Co-creation

• Evidence suggests that the best cross-government 
initiatives are designed with direct front-line input

• Policy professionals often lack training or direct 
experience in delivery… vital that front line 
practitioners provide input throughout the design 
process – to test the ‘implementability’ of a policy.
Refs: Metz, (2015) ATKearney (2011); Institute for Effective Government, UK (2014)



Useful Reading and Links

• www.effectiveservices.org

• http://www.ofmdfmni.gov.uk/practical-guide-policy-making.pdf

• Senge et al (2015) The Dawn of Systems Leadership. Stanford Social Innovation 
Review http://www.ssireview.org/articles/entry/the_dawn_of_system_leadership

• The Kings Fund. (2015) The practice of system leadership Being comfortable 
with chaos. The Kings Fund 
http://www.kingsfund.org.uk/sites/files/kf/field/field_publication_file/System-
leadership-Kings-Fund-May-2015.pdf

• Metz, A. (2015) Implementation Brief: The Potential of Co-Creation in 
Implementation Science 
http://nirn.fpg.unc.edu/sites/nirn.fpg.unc.edu/files/resources/NIRN-Metz-
ImplementationBreif-CoCreation.pdf
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Manifesto 2016



Facilitating the voluntary and community sector: 

• Info on website about each parties process

• Policy Influence sessions with manifesto drafters from each party

• Conversation Zone at party conferences

• Themed Hustings early in the process

• Policy costings tool kit

• DetailData,  data.nicva.org



NICVA Manifesto

Aims: 

• We want to set out a robust, doable and realistic alternative to austerity that will 
have positive outcomes for all of NI especially the most vulnerable. 

• It should be relevant for Programme for Government as well as election pledges. 

Structure: 

– Focused on a limited number of big ideas

– Costed and verified

– Underpinned by number of low cost and no cost ideas that will make an impact

– Set out key principles sector thinks should apply to government in NI

– New public finance relationships with HMT

– Revenue Raising options – perhaps most controversial element?



NICVA Manifesto
Themes: 

– Prevention and early intervention. 

• What are the big ticket items putting pressure on budgets and how can we do 
things better?

– Making work pay

– focus on childcare, living wage, housing and debt

– Skills, education and infrastructure

– The public sector as an innovator and economic driver

– Procurement and service delivery

– Social justice for hard to reach or excluded groups

– Policy and legislative options to deliver better and more equal outcomes



NICVA Manifesto

• How:

– CEE research and recommendations

– Policy Hacks

– Departmental Monitoring Groups

– Crowd sourcing

Deadline for publication is February….



What are the most important principles that the government 

in Northern Ireland should follow?
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